
 

A high-octane war epic with a touch of romance, this stunning historical drama from the visionary director, S.S Rajamouli,
portrays a timeless India of vast landscapes and diverse cultures. The film tells the story of two powerful brothers born into a
royal family in an age when empires crumble and kingdoms rise. In an ambitious move to reunite their father's empire broken
up by upstart kings, the older brother takes on his younger sibling in what seems like an impossible battle to end dynastic rule
for good. A visually resplendent action thriller that is often poetic but never slow or talkative it offers spectacularly
choreographed battle sequences with hundreds of extras (some only visible due to soldier counts). The film was shot primarily in
multiple locations, including Hyderabad (Telangana), Madurai (Tamil Nadu), Jaipur (Rajasthan), Bangalore (Karnataka) and
Chennai (Tamil Nadu).

It was released on 30 May 2015 in over 1000 screens worldwide. The film grossed worldwide at the box office, making it the
most successful Indian film of 2015. At the end of its theatrical run, "Baahubali" had run for 28 days with a total of approx. 400
crore (400 million) gross at the box office. 

"Baahubali"'s soundtrack has been composed by M. M. Keeravani, marking his return to Telugu cinema after a brief hiatus. The
audio was launched in an event held in Hyderabad on 25 April 2015 with Prabhas, Rana Daggubati, director Rajamouli and
producer Shobu Yarlagadda in attendance. The film's soundtrack was released by actor Nagarjuna Akkineni in the presence of
other prominent film personalities including Chiranjeevi and Venkatesh. "Baahubali" marked the first time that Prabhas was
attending an audio launch.

The film received positive reviews from critics, with praise for its action sequences, sets and performances, portrayed by its
stars. Rajeev Masand gave three-and-a-half stars out of five saying "After the disaster that was Daggubati's "Baahubali",
expectations were muted for this Telugu version of the epic. And yet it's not only good enough to match up to the Bengali
blockbuster but it's also an improvement on its predecessor. "Baahubali" might not be world class cinema, but it is nicely done,
while its action sequences are impressive even if they are overstylised. And what's that I hear? A new Rana Daggubati movie
will come soon? I wouldn't doubt it for a second." Shubhra Gupta of "The Indian Express" called the film "a grand spectacle
brimming with extraordinary visuals, terrific performances and enough epic scale to satisfy even the most ardent of fans".
Similarly, A. Sharadhaa of "India Today" gave the film four stars out of five praising Prabhas' performance giving it a perfect
review adding that ""Baahubali" is every bit worth watching just for him.
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